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Beginning  
the Torah Service

�


The Torah service begins with the . These are words that are said before 
the ark is opened. It starts by praising God. It says:
• God is the Ultimate.
• God rules everywhere/everywhen.
• God was/is/always will be The Ruler.


The Torah service continues with , which makes requests of God:
• Be good to Zion.
• Rebuild the walls of Jerusalem.

It ends by:
• telling God, “We trust in You alone.”
• praising God as, “Ruler, high and exalted God, Master of Eternity.”

In a moment we will rise and open the ark. The Torah will be taken out, and 
we will busy ourselves, first with the Torah as a symbol, and then with the 
Torah as words. Before there can be any confusion, before we can fool ourselves 
into thinking that it is the Torah we are worshiping, we start with God. We 
remember that Torah is a way of bringing God into our lives.
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Beginning the Torah Service
	 There	is	no	God	like	YOU	among	the	things		  .� 
 that	others	think	are	gods,

	 There	are	no	DOINGS	like	Yours.	  .�

	 Your	EMPIRE	is	an	EMPIRE	for	always,	   .3

	 Your	RULE	is	for	every	generation.	   .4

	 ADONAI	RULES.	ADONAI	has	RULED.	ADONAI	  .5
		 will	RULE

	 for	always	and	more.	  .6

	 ADONAI	gives	strength	to	God’s	People	  .7

	 ADONAI	blesses	God’s	People	with	peace.	  .8

	 Merciful	Parent,	  .9

	 do	GOOD,	care	about	ZION—	  .�0

	 rebuild	the	walls	of	JERUSALEM	  .��

	 because	in	You	ALONE	do	we	TRUST	  .��

	 Ruler,	high	and	exalted	God,	Master	of	Eternity	  .�3
	 (Masekhet	Sofrim).
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 means “there is none.”   
  .�

  .2

  .3

  .4

  .5

  .6

  .7

  .8

Practice these phrases with the word  .

word analysis
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Hebrew often uses male words to talk about God, but that does not mean that God is male.

 
Can you see the three letters  in these words?



Practice these words and phrases and circle all that contain the root .

      .�

  .�

  .3

  .4

  .5

    .6

our king = 
He will rule = 

Your kingdom = 

root analysis
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_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 



my Master = 
all =  

government = 
generation = 

there is no = 
like = 

God = 

      Take your  
best guess at the 
meaning of this 
text. Your teacher 
will help you with 
your translation.

words

your = 
in/with = 

the = 

and = /
in/with = 

like = 

word parts

translation

Review the vocabulary and make your best guess at the meaning of the beginning of  .
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  .�

  .�

  .3

  .4

  .5

    .6

  .7

   .8

  .9

  .�0

Practice these words and phrases.
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Practice these phrases and circle all the words that contain the root .

  .�

   .2

  .3

  .4

   .5

 

The Meaning of 
 is another way of saying Jerusalem. The first time it is used in the 
Bible is in 2 Samuel 5.7, which says, “Nevertheless David took the fort 
of , that is also known as the city of David.” No one knows for sure 
what  means. Theories include a rock, a fortress, a dry place, or run-
ning water. The name  was first used for the Jebusite fortress (“the 
stronghold of ”), in the southeast of Jerusalem, below the Temple Mount. 
On its capture by David it was renamed “City of David.” In poetry  is another way of saying 
Jerusalem. Sometimes it also stands for Judea or the Temple Mount. Later on another part of 
Jerusalem was labeled as , Mt. Zion.


Can you see the three letters  in these words?

want =
will/desire =

you will want =

root analysis
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your = 

the = 

in/with = 

mercy = 

Zion = 

      Take your  
best guess at the 
meaning of this text. 
Your teacher will help 
you with your translation.

word parts words





___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

translation

Review the vocabulary and make your best guess at the meaning of the first line of  .
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The Walls of 
Jerusalem

The year was either �539 or �540. Suleiman the Magnificent, the sultan, had a 
palace in Jerusalem. He was looking out one of its many windows and saw an 
old woman climb up on a hill and dump out a sack of garbage. He was angry 

to think that some poor woman wanted to turn his neighborhood into a garbage 
heap. He sent his soldiers to arrest her.

When she was brought into the palace she told Suleiman, “I am sorry, Your Grace, but 
I am carrying out the commandment of my ancestors.” When the sultan questioned 
her further, she explained, “I am a descendant of the Romans who conquered and 
destroyed Jerusalem in the year 70. While they destroyed the city, they were unable 
to destroy the foundations of the Jewish Temple. My ancestors therefore commanded 
that all Romans in the city had to dump garbage daily on the site where that Temple 
used to be. Everyone who lived outside the city had to dump garbage there twice a 
week. And anyone who lived farther than three days away from Jerusalem had to 
bring garbage to the site at least once a month. When my ancestors couldn’t destroy 
the foundations of the Temple, they decided to make sure that it would always be 
buried in filth and street mud, to make it a place where no one would want to be. 
They ordered us to continue to dump garbage on this site so that the Jewish Temple 
would soon be forgotten.”

After hearing this story the sultan ordered his men to arrest anyone else who tried 
to dump garbage there. Over the next few weeks, several people were arrested every 
day. Each of them told the same story. Each was bringing garbage to this site because 
it was a family tradition to make sure that no one remembered the place.
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The sultan then issued a royal edict that said, 
“People who want to find favor in my eyes 
should come to this location and do the things 
they see me do.” The king then went to the site 
with a sack of money, a basket, and a broom. 
First, while he was alone, he threw silver and 
gold coins all over the mound. Then he began 
to pick up the big pieces of garbage and put 
them in his basket. By the time he got to sweep-
ing one small part of the hill, lots of people had 
joined him. Some of them came to look for 
gold and silver coins. Others came because they 
wanted to make the sultan happy. Soon the hill 
was covered with people sweeping and shovel-
ing, picking up and cleaning. It took more than 
a month. Every day the sultan came and worked with them. Every night he seeded the 
site with a few more coins. When the work was done, the foundations of the Temple 
could be seen, and a wall, the one we now call the Western Wall, was uncovered.

The sultan issued another royal edict. This one made it a huge crime to litter or even 
spit in this area.

Next the sultan invited the Jewish community to come and rebuild their Holy Temple 
at his expense. They politely refused him, saying, “We are not allowed to rebuild God’s 
House until the world is ready. We cannot do it until we have a world where every-
one lives in peace.” When they said no, the sultan informed them that he would build 
his own place of prayer nearby. He explained, “I know that your God’s house will be 
a place of prayer for all people. God will listen to people who pray there.” The sultan 
made sure that there was freedom and respect for all Jews who lived in the Ottoman 
Empire. Last, Suleiman built a wall around Jerusalem to protect Her. 

M.M. Reischer, Sha’arei Yerushalayim, No. �0, pp 42-3

Questions
1.	Why	did	the	sultan	choose	to	uncover	the	foundations	of	the	Temple?
2.	Why	wouldn’t	the	Jews	accept	his	offer	to	rebuild	the	Temple?
3.	Today	there	are	walls	around	the	outside	of	the	Old	City	of	Jerusalem.	Today	there	is	a	whole	modern	city	of	Jerusa-

lem.	What	are	we	praying	for	when	we	ask	God	to	rebuild	the	walls	of	Jerusalem?
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Vocabulary Review
Write the number of the vocabulary icon next to its matching word. Note: Some of the words may 
be used more than once.

 ____ .1

 ____ ________ .2

	 ________________	 .3

	 ________	 .4

 ____________ .5

 ____________ .6

 ________ .7

t
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The Big Challenge
Henry, Jeff and Jack are tired of climbing 
mountains so they’ve decided to challenge each 
other to race up and down the Empire State 
Building. Choose a climber, decide who goes first 
and battle against your friends to see who is the 
fastest climber.

Jack’s time________

Jeff ’s time________

Henry’s time_______

Start Here
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